High level 4D Sequence
Early Works

Proposed crane type, position & reach indicated
Early Works

Proposed crane
Early Works

Escape route relocations

Fire escape closed during Early Works

New route from TKT to Eastern Road
Stage 01

Hoarding placed & demolition completed 26/05/2016

Early Works Completed 18/10/2017
Proposed crane type, position & reach indicated
Stage 01

Proposed cranes
Stage 01

Substructure complete 30/05/2017
Stage 01

Structure upto Level 04 complete

19/10/2017
Stage 01

Structure complete except front canopy

09/11/2018
Stage 01

Stage 01 complete

29/01/2020
Stage 01

Escape route relocations

Current escape routes require relocation
Stage 01

Escape route relocations

We assume this is not a designated fire escape.

escape route requires relocation
Stage 01

Escape route relocations
Stage 02

Hoarding placed & demolition completed 03/11/2020
Stage 02

Substructure complete

19/07/2021
Stage 02

Superstructure Complete

03/05/2022
Stage 02

Stage 02 Complete

21/02/2023
Stage 03

Stage 03 Complete

07/05/2024
Q & A
Thank you

Steve Lloyd MRICS
Commercial Leader

Laing O'Rourke
Bridge Place 1 | Anchor Boulevard | Admirals Park | Crossways
| Dartford | Kent | DA2 6SN
slloyd@laingorourke.com
Mob: 07884 115195
www.laingorourke.com